2018 Winter: Poet's Choice

It has become an annual tradition that our Winter Gallery is Poet's Choice. This means there are no required themes or
poetic forms. I just ask poets (and photographers/artists) to submit their best work and then I have the privilege of
shaping a gallery that is as exciting as it is unexpected.
Many poets pause to reflect on the season or the transition of one year into another, while others share personal
moments and observations about the world, the universe and everything. Dive in and explore!
Enjoy!
P.S. The popularity of this gallery amongst poets has exploded. I received an avalanche of submissions this year which
necessitated some tough decisions. I regret that I am unable to provide a platform for everyone. Many thanks to all the
poets who shared their writing.

Joe Glaser, Photographer

Sleep River
By Carol L. Gloor
Savanna, Illinois

For the prow: a tea light to burn three hours.
To starboard: one small pillow
for between the knees.
To larboard, the long body pillow.
To cover portholes: blackout shades, blinds.
For radio contact: BBC World Service,
English accents lulling until 5 AM.
I always begin, and try to stay, in the backwaters:
reeds, swamp grass, a few egrets, only the sound
of dark water lapping the sides.
I come out only when forced to pass
the little sleeping towns, a few yellow lights.
I steer around the concrete pillars supporting bridges.
Only when dawn light and bird song
clang around the shades,
only when local traffic and weather
disturb my coordinates,
only then do I know it's too late.
I've slipped into the main channel,
the barge of the day bearing down.

Cathi Schwalbe, Artist - Time and Labor Labyrinth
resolution
By Tricia Marcella Cimera
St. Charles, Illinois

Hump Day
By Apple Rhodes Gunther
Riverwoods, Illinois

at the end of December
a little fire starts to burn —
after all this time believing
I must acquiesce comes
the realization that if the
price of admission is too high —
I don’t have to pay I can walk
away

Another burnt Wednesday.
Brown and crispy at the edges,
charred and black at center.
Riding home on public trans
I use the time as a respite
between my worlds. Quiet time
inside my mind. A deep,
cleansing breath and I am
alerted to the digestive
issues of a fellow passenger.
No matter, I am gainfully employed,
relatively healthy, at peace
with the universe. I look out
the window and see my
reflection staring back.
I adjust my face with a small smile.
Not bad. Tomorrow is almost Friday.

Emilio Bandiero, Photographer
Puffs of Smoke
By Joseph Kuhn Carey
Glencoe, Illinois

Who are we but
puffs of smoke
from the gentle pipe of an old man
sitting at the Cape of Good Hope
at the southern tip of the African continent
watching the nearby penguins nest and play
in his ever-expanding mind,
a dreamer thinking of things
and places far away,
mulling the idea of unfurling
life upon the land
and watching it grow by leaps
and bounds,
rolling good and evil down the slope
together to see how the raucous wrestling
match turns out,
smiling at what will be and where the
journey might lead,
he longs for company,
for laughter and joy in the long dark night,
and welcomes the sun he’s just made with
open arms and a full heart of sparkling diamonds each day.

Gazing Out My Window
By Curt Vevang
Palatine, Illinois

a labyrinth of identical townhouses
rectangular arrays of windows and doors
roofs intersecting at exact angles
showing man's ability
to duplicate geometric designs
in endless perfection
i see gnarled and twisted tree branches
errant twigs and roots
each pointing in a different direction
obeying nature's law
reaching for food, for sunlight, for water
displaying their disdain
for the boring exactness
of man's straight lines
triangles and squares
and the sky, as deep as forever
peeks through the trees
not swayed by man's need
for exactitude in rectangles and triangles
nor confined by the laws of nature adhered to by trees
the sky is an expanding enigma
consumed in its own endeavor
reaching for infinity
when one of its secrets is uncovered
it presents two more in its place
daring our minds to contemplate deeper
the vagaries of time and space
teasing the understanding of our very existence

Frank Hubeny, Photographer
Friends
By Marne Glaser
Chicago, Illinois

I prefer friends with bodies to others without.
They seem much more solid, more trusty, no doubt.
Just having a body gives certain advantages
When it comes to sharing a bite of your sandwiches.

Something New
By Daniel Cleary
Chicago, Illinois

Something new – bright of wing
Something new – today I sing
Something new – to show the way
Point us to a better day
A way out of this impasse
We’ve got ourselves into, alas.
Something new – a symphony
Full of colors we can see
A whole new bright array of words
Backed by a set of brand new chords
To raise us up, to make a stand
Form ourselves into a band.
Something new – in these dire times
A melody affixed with rhymes
We will not very soon forget
To help unite us, once more set
Our thoughts upon a higher plane
That we might find our way again.

Kathy Lohrum Cotton, Artist
The Sounds of Tinnitus
By Kathy Lohrum Cotton
Anna, Illinois

from Encore Prize Poems 2017

There's ringing in my ears/
and no one to relate to ’cept the sea.
~Peter Frampton

a summer’s night cicada drone,
a 50’s TV sign-off tone.

I listen to your voice subdued
by seamless siren wails

I listen to the sound of you
restrained by fragile filaments

that always warn,
and never give all-clear,

that wave within my inner ear,
a ravaged field that keens

a voice in whistling winds
through twisted mountain trees

its bent and broken injuries,
and ghosted syllables

or roaring ocean waves
caught in a conch shell’s curves.

that whisper low
in stubbled rows

I hear your muffled words
sift through a chant in saffron robes,

as I lean close
to watch your every word.

The Deep You
By Gregg Dotoli
Nutley, New Jersey

Some of us are blind
or never hear a poem
only the deep self sees poetry
only the deep self hears beauty
only the deep self rides dimension
Is your deep you eye 20-20?
Does your deep you ear hear?
If you’re only you
verse is a stranger
in a flat world

Lynn West, Photographer
Chicago
By Alice Meerson
Pasadena, California
First published in
The Altadena Poetry
Review, 2015

My molecules vibrate to the readings: 420 North, 870 West
“Welcome to Chicago O’Hare International Airport,” the voice booms forth.
This is much more – this is home.
The solid, Midwestern, brick bungalows with roots and loam,
a graph paper mapping of streets by day
and magical twinkling sodium vapor lamps by night
Egalitarian sandy white beaches
lining the city’s eastern perimeter,
a bus ride away from any home,
free to all
A large city center of architectural gems stretching for miles,
fading down to ethnocentric neighborhoods
of sharply boundaried micro-nations.
I turn off the rental car GPS
and head north to my favorite hot dog stand.
This is home.

Muscle Memory
By Nancy Ann Schaefer
Bridgton, Maine

I’m cleaning your food bowl
today, wiping the stainless steel
carefully with a dry cloth before
putting it back on the wire stand
I bought for you so you wouldn’t
have to bend so far to eat. My feet
step over the kitchen mat where
you’d nap for hours by the stove.
The amber bottle (with your name
on the label) sits on the counter, halffull with tiny red pills; on the fridge,
a calendar with dates crossed out
for vet & groomer visits next week.
Curly white hairs cling to your comb
& to your favorite blanket (the green
one with the silly pet print), lying on
the couch near your bed; your harness
& leash hang on the hook by the door.
Is it so hard to understand the ways
my love for you shaped our life?

John Yeo, Photographer

The dog and the poem
By Kerry Ann Leaf
Highland Park, Illinois

I stroll with them
Past narrow ravine drive,
Black blotch of dog
Like brash negative
On snow flaked contact paper,
Tugging toward iced-over stream
And standoffish twigs,
And the poem, besieged and leashed,
Tugging toward low-bent pines
Nearly snapping from the weight of the world.

Were I to unleash them both,
Where would poem and dog meet?
Would they nuzzle their moist noses of wonder,
Curious, then bound through the woods
After four white bushy tailed deer
Which neither dog nor poem now spot
As they yank obliviously?
Or would poembecomedog
And dogpoem
Would they frolic aimlessly
Partners to gather burrs
And burrow earth,
Uncovering spigots of water
Beneath skating rinks of iced ripples,
Sniffing pinecones still intact,
Licking snow cones
And soaked paws, padded from cold discomfort,
Flicking tails of wagging freedom
And flopping down
To sop up winter’s feast

Nectar - The Walrus
By Taunja Thomson
Cold Spring, Kentucky

Silver walrus scrapes over sand—
out of his mouth he bellows moss
and willow and pine.
Dawn rises on his forehead.
Waves clamber over his back
and clatter to the ground
in foamy pieces.
He knows polar bear print shark shape
ink of octopus silver of sunset.
His whiskers drip brine onto his chest
heart beating like butterfly’s wings
tusks his antennae
ocean his nectar.

Carol L. Gloor, Photographer

The Death Café
By Elizabeth van den Akker
Highland Park, Illinois

Mortality a quiet restless race, set by a baby’s cry
Life and Death are one breath, travel always side by side
kindly, neither letting on, about our numbers of tomorrows
Death’s misunderstood, and so often paired with sorrow
Shunned hidden in the darkest valley, in the light ill at ease
But once our time is over, will always welcome us in peace
Life, the holiest of presents, whose worth can’t be earned
Our most coveted of blessings, is taken quite for granted
But once our time is over, will always surrender us in peace
Life and Death are rich with lessons we should share
Let’s recognize their bond friends, and meet at the Death Café!
Over cakes, tea, and coffee, a well examined life begin.

Convergance of Sorrows
By Marjorie Rissman
Highland Park, Illinois

Losses litter my front lawn
like leaves in October.
Sad trees weep,
dripping with tears of anguish
for grandparents long gone
but gratefully remembered
two fathers who raised meone from infancy to teen,
another from adult to motherhoodthree dogs spanning sixty years,
best girlfriend gone too quickly,
aunts and uncles and cousins added
to the list of too many goodbyes.
The deepest hole in my heart is for
this year’s convergence of sorrows:
yahrzeit brought mother and sister
together again, perhaps for the last time.

Gail Denham, Photographer

Selling My Parents' House
By Ellen Pickus
Baldwin, New York

I will never see this yellow bedroom again,
a color my parents let me choose.
I will never sit at the round oak table where I did homework
and told my mother about my school day.
The brick barbecue where my father sliced us skirt steak
might as well have been built of straw.
The view of the marshes from the upstairs window,
green reeds and passing fishing boats, will be seen
only in my memory. I am losing and finding them
again and again, tides washing back and forth.

Fragile Feathers
By Judy K. Mosher
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Previously published in
Bosque Rhythms, 2014

With age, my fragile mother disappears
into a teacup version of her precious photograph,
while I long to return to misty times of
laughter, lilacs, and Liberace.
My mind sees her slicing peaches, flour-brushed
arms curious to create a new dish.
Who is this impostor with
Einstein-fluffed white hair?
I peer deep into Mother’s mirror
see there my own fragile future of
soft suspenders that hold but cannot heal.
I escape south to the Bosque
ride the wind with snow geese,
sandhill cranes, red-tailed hawks –
their existence as precarious as ours,
their feather less porous to the rain.

Jenene Ravesloot, Photographer

Sol
By Donita Ries
Cary, Illinois

Winter Morning Snapshot
By Candace Kubinec
Greensburg, Pennsylvania

Sidles southward, shuffles
her cards and deals them
low,--long shadows
the name of the game.
On cloudy days, almost
imperceptible,
poker faced, flips
each card: snowflakes all!
There was just a slight film
Of ice on the birdbath
Standing sentinel among the
garden detritus Evidence of exposure to
A cold snap overnight
I wipe a small aperture
From the fog covered window
of my dark room
to view the depth of the field
beyond the fence and
as I watch a cardinal bursts from
the snow covered branches of an
old oak tree
in a flash of red

Candace Kubinec, Photographer

Hibernation
By Cynthia T. Hahn
Libertyville, Illinois

Laying on a Bed of Snow
By Lynn West
Highland Park, Illinois

Winter’s night a blackening surprise,
cold, stiff stalk of wilted eyes.
My window frames a white cocoon, its light
a newly fallen grace:
this moon lies, awaiting bloom,
across a frozen river’s face.
Laying on a bed of snow
I feel dreams melt
Below my body
Ever embraced
By the coldness of life
I fling my arms wildly
Looking for an angel
To help me fly away.

Lynn West, Photographer

L'orage de neige

The Snow Storm

By Mary Ann Eiler

By Mary Ann Eiler

Oak Park, Illinois

Oak Park, Illinois

hier soir, les petites feuilles
frissonnaient de peur,
les plus âgées se suspendaient
comme des langues de fumier,
les nuages étouffaient le soleil

last night, the little leaves
shivered with fear,
their elders hung
like tongues of dung,
clouds suffocated the sun

le jour se pointant, sortant du néant,
comme le vierge-vers sur la page,
un orage en noir et bleu

at dawn from nothing,
like verse on the virgin page,
a black and blue storm

dans l’après-midi, les flocons
tourbillonnaient entre les arbres
aux rythmes déments,
d’une Danse Macabre

at noon, flakes swirled
through the trees
in demented rhythms
of a Danse Macabre

le lendemain, les petites feuilles
piétinées sur le trottoir, entourées
de bouleaux blancs endormis,
enneigés, fiers, majestueux, ensevelis
de l’arrogance aveugle de Dieu

the next day, the little leaves
slaughtered on the walk,
surrounded by white birches
asleep, clothed in snow,
majestically proud, shrouded
in the blind arrogance of God

Suncakes

Do you know how to make them?
They're supposed to be light
bright and full of vitamin C.
Everyone says you just glow
after eating one. My friend
had a shining recipe I kept
asking for. Suncakes stop you
from being cold and lost in
avalanches.

By Joan McNerney
Ravena, New York

I remember something about filling
golden pans with flowers seeds
sunflower seeds...bake at
high noon, of course. If only
there were a suncake now to
have with hot cocoa. My friend
is so lucky wintering in Malibu.
Who gave her that recipe anyway?
I'm the one who's freezing!

Claude Monet, Artist
The Magpie
By Michael Escoubas

After a fresh fall of snow
the magpie shakes snow-salt
off his wings. No wind disturbs
the powder on bush or limb.

Bloomington, Illinois

I love the way Monet
blends his grays and blues
Response to Claude Monet’s, The Magpie, created
with delicate hues
during the winter of 1868-1869, near the commune of of reds and yellows—
Etretat in Normandy.
Poem previously published in the December, 2017
Issue of Quill and Parchment.

a scene so suited to his hero:
one contemplative blackbird
resting on the fence-gate
in waning winter light.
I feel a touch of envy
for my tuxedoed friend—
at peace within himself
content just being where he is.

Winter Dreams
By Cari Desiderio
Mundelein, Illinois

Sometimes I think about moving to the South
Or out West
Or somewhere with refreshing beaches
But then I think about the snowflakes in winter
The magic of white crystals dissolving on my nose
Snowballs
And Snowpeople
And Snow ice cream
And Snow forts
And Snow sledding
And early evening walks in the field behind my house
Blanket of pure white spread out as far as I can see
Oh, yes, I’ll take sunshine and sand in the toes someday
But I will always return to a cold winter and snow that glistens in
the air in my winter dreams

Jenene Ravesloot, Photographer
Late December Haibun
By Jenene Ravesloot
Chicago, Illinois
First published in The Avocet, 2016

The pond is frozen over. Canada geese and mallard ducks
have left the Preserve. The overwintering birds that once lived
here have found a safer haven now that the undergrowth has
been cleared away. Only black and gray squirrels scurry along
the white ground or climb snow-encrusted trees that dot the trail.
Traffic hums just beyond the wire mesh fence that separates the
Preserve from the street. My breath mists. I walk along the edge
of the pond without my camera. I can no longer photograph a
cormorant’s flight, dark wings unfurling in warm sunlight.
Then, I circle the trail once more as fresh snow begins to cover
the footprints I have left behind.
hidden in a drawer
gifts wrapped in tissue paper
gifts, your Christmas gifts

Winter Moonlight
By Syvlia Riojas Vaughn
Plano, Texas

Brightly filling the horizon,
mirrored on icy waters,
gleaming on beluga whales
whistling in the Arctic;
caressing snowshoe hares
on Canadian reaches;
accentuating stork's white feathers
in a nest of sticks;
softening gray tree bark
in my own front yard;
making me believe in spring,
this nighttime sun.

Lynn West, Photographer
Winter Dim
By Charlotte Digregorio
Winnetka, Illinois

Gusts and ice pellets,
then slant of snow
blur the window,
attacking the hollow oak, once
cradling my childhood swing.
I wander for a few moments,
smell fresh-mown grass,
finger plum blossoms beneath
unblemished sky, and follow
bluebird song.
Yesterday, a straw hat
covering my gray hair, hung
in the mud room. Today, as I rub
my dry arms from itchy wool,
early dusk settles on the keyboard.
Unworn white lawn mitigates
black sky. Winds through the cedar
cease their swoosh, snowfall lightens.
The tea kettle blows fog.
As I rise, my knees jerk from
advancing age. I pass through
a spider thread, avoiding my old hound
who snores into tomorrow.
Sitting down for tea, I sip ennui,
and reach for a novel, popular during
my prime, in large print now.

Waking to Wonder
an Etheree
By Mary Jo Balistreri
Waukesha, Wisconsin

Trees
tinseled
as snow fell
all night to drape
the dawn in silver.
Pristine, still, not a bird
in sight—the forest transformed—
a land of sugar plum faeries,
crystallized castles and coated chimes,
the winter rekindling childhood wonder.

Carol L. Gloor, Photographer
Traveling
By Amelia Cotter
Chicago. Illinois

Trees line the highway
Spectral silhouettes against the blue-black sky
Soldiers of childhood, endless dreams
Guarding their posts here, in the birth of night
Worlds of thought awaken inside of me
Abandoned places,
Brown patches of field roll by
Inviting my imagination to come out and wander
My eyes scan the miles of industry
And I dream of when my time there will come, too
When my great wheels will begin to turn
My smokestack begin to smoke

Armadillo Gravedigger

The roadkill on the Interstate of Fear,

By Barbara A. Meier

scuttles from the thorny bush
to the shores of I 35.

Gold Beach, Oregon

The “last armadillo waltz” wearing
leather scutes like boots,
Picking with cactus needles,
at a table with Steve Spurgin,
playing a Texas hold’em kind of game,
no-limit in a big blind bet:
the vertical showdown under
the wheels of a Chevy Silverado.

Josh Yeo, Photographer
Driving Question
By Kathleen Robinson
Champaign, Illinois

Crossing Pennsylvania solo
on I-80 and
the weather’s fine,
the stars are right,
confusions at the western border
left behind, eastern angst and
road rage are yet hours ahead.
No blinding rain this time,
no wind-blown flurries thicken, cling,
no sudden fog erasing everything,
no deer poised at the verge
to spring, or flung earlier to earth—
slim graceful ankles neatly crossed
in death’s submission.
Road crews packed up, safely home;
each fascinating rock face better than the last,
each visual revelation charms, entices more.
Driving rhythms sweep the curves:
up the sloping shoulder, through
a gap, around the next bend,
down this well-known stretch.
My calm, controlled anticipation
of our pending rendezvous
embodies in the rising moon,
surprising me with its appearance.
So answer me this,
fond physicist of my heart:
Does the fulling moon pull harder
as I speed toward you?

Analog
by Vivian Wagner

We live with typewriters waiting
to be seen, not in the far wing,
but in the center, alive and used,
still sharp and bright, still enthused.

New Concord, Ohio
We write with charcoal and ink, sing
into being all our words can bring.
We find meaning in our fonts’ haiku.
We live with typewriters, waiting.
We find signs in trees, which spring
substance into all we’re trying
to say, even as we suffer abuse.
We patiently read the daily news
from the world, as it’s opening.
We live with typewriters, waiting.

Vivian Wagner, Photographer
Buried for the Hackers
By Tricia Knoll
Portland, Oregon

Inside the nut, the deepest message
was the one that said peace
to hackers. That said he who cuts
and maims will find this rugged shell,
dive into nut meat to uncover
ancient hopes
engraved in star fire
on the byte rocks
you exhume.

Hanging On
By Joe Glaser
Chicago, Illinois

Determined not to go gently,
the man trapped in declining time
digs down for bygone feelings.
Youth's magic evoked,
the boy comes out to play.
Spunky again,
weary not,
the oddly golden oldie
struts for all to see...
...though none may care but he.

Ann Lamas, Photographer

Breaking the Ice
By Lynn White
North Wales, United Kingdom
First published in
With Painted Words,
November 2016

It needs strength to break the ice
when it’s frozen as solidly as
silence.
Or so I thought.
It needs strength to break the ice,
to break the mould and
reform.
Or so I thought.
But just suppose,
the ice gives up its power
and allows the colour
to break through, bright
so the delicate flowers can form,
can bloom, can flourish fragile.
Will they then open up
through the self shattered ice,
and melt the frozen silence
to make a space,
an opening
for a warmth,
that will shatter
the now thinning ice?
I think so.

Lynn White, Photographer

To Argue With a River
By William Marr
Downers Grove, Illinois

to argue with a river is pointless
especially right after a heavy rain
it just keeps gushing and rushing
on and on
without glancing back
you have no chance at all
to interrupt
and it will not pause to listen
you have to wait for it to calm down
as it moves leisurely in the warm sunlight
pulling at waterweeds along its shores
like stroking a lover's hair
and joyously answers bird calls
it might even whirl and dance around
some smooth rocks protruding from the water
at this time there's no need for you to speak
it will agree with you completely
and you too will forget
whatever you try to say

Colors of Morocco
By Emma Alexandra
Highwood, Illinois

Skin warmed by unbounded sun,
Serenity, golden, sweet.
Walls inscribed by centuries.
Knowledge, sacred amber, deep.
Portals shaded by tiled roofs.
Secrets ancient, turquoise, calm
Breaking the pattern of my seven syllable… chant.
I explore the colors of Morocco
Their impact, their essence.
Colors their deepest,

Their loveliest,
Their most mysterious,
Their brightest and, least discernable.
Their pulse constant, in my heart.
Ever present measure of my emotions.
Leaving, returning, not quite here, not quite there.
Deep emotions.
Deep as the deepest blue, of the Atlantic Ocean.
Retracing the waves, the tides,
A family, this family, that family,
Our family of three, parents and me.
Our reluctant plunge, journey to new shores.
Chartered waters, chartered by strangers.
Casablanca destination New York, April, 1961.
Our journey to horizons, shaded in colors, brilliant,
Frightening, comforting, conflicting.
Golden, amber deep, burnt orange, turquoise, calm
Golden, sweet,
Finding serenity, in Fez, 2017.

Emma Alexandra, Photographer

Winding Down
By Steve Klepetar
Saint Cloud, Minnesota

Getting Through
By Patrice Boyer Claeys
Chicago, Illinois

Drawn from: Ted Kooser, Kenneth Patchen,
Marie Gauthier, Thomas Hardy, Barbara Novack,
Linda Gregg, James Wright, William Carlos
Williams, Allison Funk, Ted Kooser, Richard
Garcia, Allan Peterson, Sandy Longhorn, Patrick
Carrington, Cherry Pickman, John P. Kristofco,
Oliver de la Paz, Karina Borowicz

She feels
the year
shrinking,
even
in this
blaze
of useless
sun.
Long tree
shadows,
so cold
she could
break
brittle
air,
break it,
skim
a jagged
slice
to the river
below.
Stiffened by winter,
the sky moves in its whiteness—
shadows, negative space
the weakening eye of day.
Bundled in wool,
I waited too long to drink my tea.
Here in the dead center of January, I can
stand sleeping in the cold
but could live without
the chill of sundown.
I want to be a bubble trapped in amber,
a slender wavering light like a minnow
on water spiked with flakes.
I want to believe there is enough
between me and the rock
to draw our darkest place to light.
A new world is always beginning:
blue ice to salute,
a loaf of new bread
to soften the morning

Cathi Schwalbe, Artist - Nasty
Winged Love
an abecedarian beginning with M
By Kathleen Lawrence
Corltand, New York

Many nights
over plains,
quiet ranges,
stormy terrain,
under velvet woods,
exhausted you zzz.
Amber breath,
cool deep
dragon eyes
fix gaze,
hoping it’s just
knowingly
loving me.

on a winter day
By Marcia J. Pradzinski
Skokie, Illinois
First published in
East on Central, 2016-17

bark tendrils
gasping for light
sprig the air
roost
and wait
for the impulse
for the sap

to synapse
into a burst
of green buds

Joanie Tooley, Photographer
The 2017 Job Fair
By Marjorie L. Skelly
Chicago, Illinois

It has changed little, or not at all,
from the gathering of hordes in 2008:
people pressing at the locked door to the fair,
a security guard shaking his head
in the indignant no of disapproval.
A 6:00 a.m. morning jolt of coffee,
the pressed suit, polished shoes.
Like anxious mall shoppers at dawn
they queue up for the run through
the soon-to-be-opened door
and wait for sunshine on the other side.

Plowing The Field
By Michael H. Brownstein
Jefferson City, Missouri

A cloud storm as opposed to fog;
a moistening as opposed to drizzle:
How many ways are there to describe humidity?
Somehow sweat moisturizes
dirt and sawdust to its core -A simple cut stitches itself into scabs.
Morning comes without shade,
noon arrives with wanton heat,
early afternoon leaves scars on the grain
and when the storm arrives,
it does nothing to announce its arrival
so we continue to do the work of hands.

Jennifer Dotson, Photographer
On My Birthday
By Judith Tullis
Indian Head Park, Illinois

Today is my birthday.
You don’t call or send a card.
The sky darkens and you are
the hole in my umbrella.
A cold wind blows and you are
the button missing from my jacket.
You are a traffic jam
on the way to work
and the broken heel of my shoe.
I am the penny on the sidewalk
you don’t bother to pick up.
When the day is almost over,
you fill the table with red roses
and pink beribboned boxes.
On this sultry evening, you are
the olive in my martini.

As for Maslow
By Terry Loncaric
Palatine, Illinois

This could be the day
I guzzle old grudges,
slip into the coma
of bitter indifference
Or,
this could be the day
I discover bravery,
feel transcendence in prayer.
Today I could feel life
is more joy than burden.
Today I could hear the music
drown out the static.
Today I could free myself
from the stiff, cold armour
of life's entanglements.

Terry Loncaric, Photographer

Before Time
By Judy Shepps Battle
Kendall Park, New Jersey

Softly Mother Earth testifies
whispers we are one
ageless entity
One
amalgam of solar planetary
energy born of the same
big bang after eons of swaddle
naked in homespun ether
oblivious to the superfluous
One
formless fusion of
mind, body and spirit
awaiting human birth.

Lakshmy Nair, photographer
Silent Night
By Lakshmy Nair
Vernon Hills, Illinois

white satin night
calm whistle of
snow flakes
cool touch of baby breath
unfolding petals of
tiny pink feet
tickle mountains
to the rythm of deep ocean
wake up! he is coming
pine cones and bare trees whispered
sleepy birds hiding in the forest
wake up, rubbing eyes
mother bird relays
wake up! he is coming

Joanie Tooley, Photographer
Success
By Paul Kim
Raleigh, North Carolina

The rain
dips its toes,
wetting a leaf.
It glistens
when there’s a hint of
sun shine, though it is rare.
The steady fall of water
on the pavement
brings a peace
to the landscape.
A sense of vibrant colors wraps me,
drawing it in my mind
and the leaf
outside the window
bows its thanks.

Peruvian Prodigy
By Julie Isaacson
Highland Park, Illinois - Published in East on Central, 2017-2018
From the time I was a little girl, the villagers told me I was special
At our tiny school, I learned faster than the others in my class
I earned good grades and loved to read
Now I’m venturing to the University, at Lima.
I’m going to miss my Mama. And our old llama.
I’m all packed and ready to go—maybe not really ready
But I’m excited, and also nervous.
I only know one friend who is also going to college, but at Cusco.
Most of my friends will stay in the village, to help their families.
I’m going to miss my Mama. And our old llama.
Mama worked hard to make sure I’d be able to study,
To be the best I could be when I grew up.
Every day she murmured to me, “Se lo major que puedas ser.”
Her mama repeated the same in Quechua, the old language the villagers spoke
I’m going to miss my Mama. And our old llama.
A neighbor gave us the llama when she was a cria—we were both babies then
Nestled on her back, I rode on her to market, and to go to school
She was more than a transport for us, she was a strong and trusted friend
Mama would comb her dense fiber til it shone, then shave the wool and dye it
I’ll miss my Mama. And our old llama.
Mama was a master at weaving the beautiful, rich textures
I used to watch her nimble fingers, and imagine that she was telling a story
As one color grew from the next, sharply defining the next stanza of a poem
Tourists would come, and choose her blankets the most
I’ll miss my Mama.
My mind balances between the sweet memories of this village, my home,
To a world unknown with adventures I can only imagine and dream, even fear
I’m going off with my books and special pens, my clothes and bedding and
A special photograph of me strapped to my mother’s back, draped with my favorite blanket, the one I take with me
I’ll miss my Mama, and wrapped around me will be the warmth of our llama.

Miranda P. Dotson, Photographer

Sister
By Larry D. Giles
Richmond, Virginia

Older than ever before,
we sat on the porch
with what remained of youth
stirring in our eyes.
My shirt was a bit wrinkled,
her dress sweeping down
in long lines.
I didn't think
of the late husband
I never liked, I suppose,
she didn't think of my
son still in jail.
We talked
without a mother's
intervention, the family's cruel white anger,
the twilight breezes of autumn
coming in
slowly,
curling around us
like blankets.

The Museum of Archeology
Bergamo, Italy
By Donna Pucciani
Wheaton, Illinois
This poem was first published
in Wisconsin Review

The door opens onto
a dinosaur, medieval fountains,
ancient flutes. Arched silence enters
the space inside us, shows us foreign words
for arrowheads and copper bracelets,
Neolithic axes. Territory, wars,
the little vanities of jewels and jars,
Roman coins and their denominations,
each one stamped with a different head,
now mere trinkets under glass. An hour later,
in the courtyard, rain washes the umbrellas
of cousins walking slowly uphill, finding
in each step another word for time,
another stone tomb.

Joanie Tooley, Photographer
Images from Our Hike
By Jennifer Dotson
Highland Park, Illinois

Selfie on the trail, we smile
brightly blinking into the sun
Are those silver birch? we wonder
Tree trunks limbs and leaves
an almost ghostly white
Wooden bridge over marsh
weathered gray casts shadows
on our path
Burr oak bare of leaves
limbs like long arthritic hands
knobbed knuckles and bark of
darkly furrowed wrinkles
Small purple blossoms with
yellow centers – some petals
burnt by time have shrunk
to small brown fists
Blue sky and white clouds
reflected on the pond’s surface
prairie grasses bend with
breezes on the shore
You are here and a red dot
marks our location on the map
But where is here?

Jennifer Dotson, Photographer

